Thank you for your purchase of the Power Stick!
With just 20 swings a day, you will be seeing more speed in your swing and distance
on your drives in no time!
Before getting started, please take this opportunity to get yourself acquainted with
the features of the Power Stick to help you get the most out of your swings!

3 Key Features
to the Power Stick

How the
Power Stick Works

• Custom Formed Training Grip
Your grip is a vital part of your
golf swing, and to maximize swing
speed and distance, you need to
be holding the club properly. This
feature will ensure you grip the
Power Stick correctly every single
time.

Customize your Power Stick
• Adjust the Magnetic Bullet to
your particular swing speed
(see chart). If you are unsure
of your swing speed, use
your average driver distance
to calculate from the chart.
Lower numbers require less
swing speed to engage
the magnet, while larger
numbers require more speed.

• Light and Flexible Shaft
This will help you with your rhythm
and timing in your golf swing. After
just a few swings of the Power
Stick, you will start to see your
rhythm and timing improve almost
immediately!
• Adjustable Magnetic Bullet This
powerful feature allows you to
customize the Power Stick based
on your current swing speeds.
With 5 adjustable speed zone
settings, golfers of all swing speeds
and distances can maximize their
training with the Power Stick!

• Start taking some swings
with the Power Stick to
get that instant audible
feedback from the Bullet.
Audible feedback is the
key to working on rhythm
and timing in your swing!
Releasing too early causes
the SMACK sound to occur
early, while releasing late
causes it to occur after
impact.

Troubleshooting
What setting do I start with?
If you are unsure on
what setting to start, we
recommend starting on 3
and adjusting from there.
The goal is to get the Bullet
to release at impact or just
slightly after impact. This is
where you want to hear the
SMACK of the Bullet!
What if I don’t hear the
SMACK of the bullet?
If the Bullet is not engaging
and you do not hear a
SMACK, you likely are on too
high a setting and need to
adjust down.
If you are hearing feedback
too early, you could be on
too low a setting or you
could be releasing the club
too early.

For more instruction, visit

www.ThePowerStick.com/instruction
for a video explaining how to use the Power Stick.

